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In the years surrounding the Coronation of Elizabeth II, British political and cultural life 

was suffused with a language that both prophesized and idealized the potential for a 

new Elizabethan era. The self-styled new Elizabethans identified an innate national 

character in the accomplishments of a vanished age. This age was apparently 

manifest in ‘Shakespearean’ music, theatre, and poetry -- and characterized by 

imperial expansion and exploration, a clear sense of social hierarchy, a fierce and 

heroic spirit of patriotic individualism, and the brave resistance of a mighty little 

people to larger invading forces. 

Such constructions inevitably responded to the anxieties and aspirations of a post-

war, post-imperial Britain by asserting the latent, continuous presence of the spirit of 

an earlier era, invoking its legacy in order to forge a new, contemporary nation. 

It is the aim of this conference to explore the informing values and assumptions 

behind such constructions, to investigate their manifestation in various contexts and 

forms, and to expose the ways in which they continue to be promoted in 

contemporary social, cultural, and political definitions of modern identity in relation 

to Britain and the Commonwealth. 

 

Full Conference: Standard £70 

Full Conference: Speakers/Students/Concessions £50 

One-day rate: Standard £35 

One-day rate: Speakers/Students/Concessions £25 

 

For details: http://www.ies.sas.ac.uk/events/ies-conferences/NewElizabethans 
 

The School of Advanced Study is part of the central University of London. The School takes its 

responsibility to visitors with special needs very seriously and will endeavour to make reasonable 

adjustments to its facilities in order to accommodate the needs of such visitors. If you have a particular 

requirement, please feel free to discuss it confidentially with the organiser in advance of the event 

taking place.  
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